
 

  

MAXScribe from Stenograph is designed for the court reporting and legal transcription industry. It 
combines multi-channel or single-channel audio with our industry-leading knowledge of editing 
tools specialized for e�cient editing and transcript creation, increasing the number of pages that can 
be produced per hour by up to 50%.

It is the only so�ware that provides multi-channel recording, annotation, Phoenix Automatic Speech 
Recognition, realtime streaming and editing within a single application, providing the complete 
solution for digital reporters, transcribers, and agencies from recording to production, all without
an upfront cost. MAXScribe allows CERs the potential to double their earnings through expanded 
work�ow potential and CETs can increase their e�ciency and number of pages that can be produced 
per hour by up to 50%.

RECORDING & ANNOTATIONS
MAXScribe allows you to use a single application for recording and 
annotations. Keeping the notes with the audio eliminates the need to 
switch between multiple applications and streamlines communication. 
Our easy-to-manage recording system provides you the ability to 
produce a high-quality, multi-channel recording of the job, ensuring 
the accurate capture of the record.

PHOENIX
MAXScribe is powered by Phoenix, Stenograph’s custom-built 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) engine, designed to help you 
increase productivity and pro�tability. Phoenix was built with decades 
of Stenograph’s experience in legal terms, editing, formatting, and 
layouts to create an ASR engine speci�cally for the legal transcription 
industry.

EDITING & PRODUCTION
When it comes time to edit the transcript, MAXScribe leverages 
Stenograph’s decades of experience in creating legal transcripts to 
provide editing, transcript generation, and production tools that can 
save up to 1 hour per job.

Multi-Channel Recording + Realtime Translation + Annotation + Editing + Layout
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RECORDING & ANNOTATION FEATURES

PHOENIX ASR ENGINE FEATURES

EDITING & PRODUCTION FEATURES

Multi-channel audio capture

Playback from annotations or controls while recording continuously

Con�dence monitoring

Custom quick annotation list

Rough and properly formatted transcript

Speaker diarization indicates who is speaking

Speaker list automatically ties names to each speaker

Streaming text for real-time experience

CaseViewNet integration for realtime viewing in the same room or remote

Industry-leading editing and formatting tools

Built-in and custom formatted layouts

Automatically generated examination and exhibit indexes

Final transcript created and exported in a variety of formats

Collaborative editing through RealTeam™


